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NAULANTIA PART 2
LAST MONTH CHRIS JACKSON REVIEWED THE MODEL OUT 
OF THE BOX, THIS MONTH RICK FITS OUT THE RADIO AND 
PERFORMS THE ON THE WATER TRAILS

AUTHOR: RICK EYRICH
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CONTROL SETUP PART ONE

On my Naulantia kit, a Thunder Tiger/ACE RC #8141 Sail Winch 

Servo, which is designed for this kit, was mounted on the hull’s 

plywood servo tray using small wood screws and washers. After 

checking its position the winch servo was removed and thin cyano 

applied to the screw holes to toughen them up a bit. This same 

install/remove/cyano trick was also used on the rudder servo, a 

regular S3003 Futaba unit. With the limited space between the servo 

tray and the inner hull, routing the servo, receiver, battery pack and 

antenna leads will require either some long tweezers or a dental pick. 

Due to the size of my Futaba surface receiver it was Velcroed to the 

left inner hull wall and the antenna wire was routed up and out of the 

vessel by the right-side chainplate. It was then extended up the mast 

side cords. As with most of my boats, the Naulantia wasn’t equipped 

with a radio power switch; so, a 6" servo extension lead was used to 

join the battery pack to the control system.

As for the radio battery used in my hull the ACE RC 4.8 volt/3600 

mAh 4-cell pack fits directly in the yacht’s servo tray side ‘hanger’. 

It stays in place quite well but removing the battery for recharging 

can be difficult because of the boat’s minimal internal space. To 

ease this process, I added some regular strapping tape to the 

pack’s outer heat shrink wrap and fashioned a simple grab strap 

making removing/charging of the battery much easier. Since larger  

diameter cord is supplied with the kit to connect the sail winch to 

the sail booms, the #8141 servo’s round drum string holes were 

made slightly larger using a small hand drill. At this point I’d like 

to recommend that the modeller have a transmitter unit with an 

endpoint adjustment feature on the left-hand control stick. The ACE 

RC sail winch servo’s available drum rotation needs to be reduced a 

bit and the Tx stick’s range of motion should equal just over two full 

(360-degree) spins of the drum.

To complete the first stage of the yacht’s control assembly, the 

rudder linkage was joined to the mounted servo’s horn and the 

linkage points indicated in the owner’s manual. This gives the rudder 

blade a good side-to-side swing that I prefer on a sail craft.

Mounted on the cyanoed together servo tray, the ACE RC sail 

winch servo is covered with a plastic cover which retains the 

sheet cords as the servo drum rotates

Designed as a direct fit on the kit’s inner plywood tray, the 

3600 mAh receiver battery pack has a simple tape strap to make 

the removal of the four-cell pack easier

A standard-output servo handles the hull’s rudder control duties 

and the two-channel receiver is attached to the side of the inner 

wall due to limited space on the servo tray

Supported by an aluminium/composite stand the completed 

Thunder Tiger One Metre design represents a way to construct   

a kit without having to paint/decal the hull before you are ready 

to sail
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CONTROL SETUP PART TWO

Unlike the steps laid out in the kit’s assembly manual, I chose to 

install the built-up mast and sails first, and then go about adding the 

sheet lines between the servo winch drum and the twin booms.

After securing the side mast stays and rigging the jib sail to the 

hull the two sheet cords were routed through the deck fairleads to 

the servo area. Once looped twice around each drum slot the cords 

were tied-off inside the drum. The knots, along with all those on the 

mast set, received a drop of medium cyano to lock them in place.

One downside to 

the kit’s sail layout 

is that there’s no 

adjustment on the 

sheets. You’ll have to 

carefully attach the 

sheets to the main/jib 

boom hooks to have 

proper sail control 

without putting the 

sail winch servo in 

a bind. The before-

mentioned adjustable 

transmitter helps 

here. You’ll also 

have to tie-off the 

sheets with the radio 

system powered-up 

to ensure everything’s 

tensioned properly 

on the sails and the 

winch.

Once the sheets 

were secured and 

their movement 

double-checked the 

final step on the 

yacht’s rigging was 

to install the winch 

cover, which looks 

very much like a 

moulded plastic hat!

Unlike the bulk 

of the Naulantia’s 

assembly steps, 

the positioning of 

the servo cover 

will demand some 

thought as you’ll 

have to drill holes 

and cut slots in the 

‘hat’ to suit your 

servo drum/sheet 

angles. Designed 

to fit the ACE RC 

servo’s drum, the 

cover still required 

a careful marking of 

each sheet opening, 

after which the slots should be cleaned-up with some fine-grit dry 

paper to prevent any snagging of the sheet cords. Secured by two 

screws and spacers, the trimmed cover is supposed to prevent 

the sheets from tangling as they move the sails through their full 

range of movement. An extra pair of hands keeping the sheet lines 

under tension will be very beneficial as you screw the cover to the 

plywood servo tray.

ON THE WATER OBSERVATIONS

Due to this magazine’s deadline requirements, I only had time 

to sail the completed yacht for a total of two hours. During this 

test period I was able to get 

some good feedback on the 

Thunder Tiger sail craft.

Straight from the kit box, 

the one metre hull needed 

only a light breeze to propel 

it smoothly across the water. 

Tweaking the sails was easily 

done to suit the available 

air on the pond. Both the jib 

and main sails had plenty of 

contrasting colour to help 

the boater keep the vessel’s 

orientation correct, even 

at longer distances. An 

occasional peek under the 

sealed hatch cover revealed 

that no water was in the 

bottom of the hull. You must 

be careful removing/installing the top cover as you can damage 

the scale fittings should they bump into the main sail boom. If you 

decide to sail this boat on a regular/weekly basis I’d recommend 

leaving the non-functioning decorative bits on their ‘trees’, as this 

will both cut down on leaks around the deck fitting mounts and 

prevent the snagging of your clothes on a winch crank or the aerial 

frame on the rear of the deck.

Although I was slightly concerned about how well the sail winch 

servo’s ‘hat’ would contain the sheet control cords, they remained 

in place for the entire testing period. Again, having some kind of 

small adjustment point on the hull’s sheets would have been nice; 

so, I’ll likely attempt to add a bowsie to each cord by extending the 

sheets up each boom tube. The only other change, made on the 

Naulantia’s basic setup, was to remove the keel bulb stabiliser wing 

for the kit’s ‘half pipe’ as these were catching weed on a regular 

basis at my test pond. Beyond that, the Thunder Tiger sail craft had 

no bad vices and sailed well. For someone looking for their first 

sailboat kit the Naulantia would be a good choice due to its simple 

assembly, and the fact you don’t have to paint it before heading to 

the lake. MMI
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Fully rigged, the Naulantia had excellent 

turning action, an adjustable sail set, a lot 

of deck detail and showed no nasty habits 

during its on the water testing programme


